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A local Agenda 21 Summary of Alternative Options for Moorings in 

Xàbia/Jávea 

 
The objective of this paper is to demonstrate that it is not necessary to expand the port of 
Xàbia in order to provide more moorings. It illustrates that organising the existing space 
more efficiently and more effectively can provide a substantial number of extra berths  

 

The Issues surrounding the Port in Xàbia/ Jávea have become a subject of intense debate 
 

Opinions depend on who is giving them: - a resident of the adjacent urban area ‘Duanes’; or of the 

municipality as a whole; or the owner a large or a small boat fishing boat; or a member of the Club 

Nautico; or a user of one of the public moorings; or an aspirant to any mooring.  Also part of the 

equation is the nearby Canal del La Fontana, and the views of all those who already have, or aspire to 

have, a mooring there, or indeed anywhere else in Javea. On top of all are the views of 

Development Speculators and the authorities in Valencia. The last sometimes appear to be 
acting in concert with the developers against the wishes of the residents of Jávea and their 
elected representatives. 

This paper demonstrates that there have been alternatives proposed (other 6) and even now 

there still are viable options for increasing the mooring capacity for leisure craft within the 
shoreline of Jávea. Some of these alternatives can be readily achieved, with far less expenditure 
and disruption. Nor do they pose the same threats and risks to both maritime ecology and the 
natural beauty of the shoreline that are implicit in the current proposal for the expansion of the 

harbour as now exists, no matter how well such expansion is disguised by its protagonists. 

 



 
 
WHAT IS THE PRESENT POSITION? 
 
Legal status and management 
 
Port: The Generalitat of Valencia is the 

authority in charge, through their 
Department of Infrastructure and 

Transport. The latter has devolved the 

concession to manage privately some 
400 moorings, within a defined area of 
the harbour, to the Club Nautico de 
Javea until 2016. 

Licenses and annual charges for all 
other users are controlled from Valencia. 

Further public moorings are also 

available on the Levante (seaward) quay 

(148) and next to the fishing quay (65), 
on application to Valencia. 

 

 
 
 
 
Canal de La Fontana: Until recently this was 
something of a moorings “free-for-all”, with an 

arbitrary method of making reservations. A non-

commercial association of boat owners ‘AEXMAR’ 
was formed more recently to supervise moorings in 
this canal. They have aspirations to be involved in 

management of this facility together with the Town 

Hall. This initiative is now being discussed with the 

Generalitat, and may yet prove feasible ‘with 

certain provisos’. 

 

 

 

 

 

CURRENT MOORINGS:     
• Port1  

o Public moorings        148 

o Club Nautico moorings3   393 + 12 ‘in rotation’ =   405 

o Small fishing boats & other small craft     65 
o Dry moorings at Port for small craft5      30 

o Commercial fishing fleet4       (12) 
Total  648 

 
• Fontana Canal2  public moorings for smaller craft    380 
• 2 Slipways   one each at Port and canal 
  

o Current total capacity    1028 
 
 
 

 

 



 

 

MOORINGS ACCORDING TO PORT EXPANSION PROJECT 
• Current moorings in Port        648 
• Current Moorings in Canal Fontana      380 
• Port Expansion9         310 

 

o Total capacity with port expansion  1338 
 
 
OPTIONS for Extra Moorings: 

• Reorganization of Port1 public moorings                171 

• Transfer of trawler fleet4  to  Denia = more space for large boats   12 

• Expansion of Canal Fontana2 dry & wet     504 

• Dry moorings in the port area5                38 
• Time Share moorings7        985 

 
o Possible total capacity10      1650 

 

 
 

1. Reorganization of Port. Plans exist for the current area within the harbour to be better 
organized and facilities improved. The plan to use pontoons along the Levante (eastern) quay 

would expand capacity from 148 to 319 (+155%). Currently boats are moored directly against 

the stone quay. 

 

2. Canal de la Fontana. This canal is a former natural watercourse of 
the River Gorgos to the sea. 

In 2007, (and previously in 1957) exceptional surplus surface 

rainwater drained out through this watercourse; two years ago a 

significant proportion of moored craft were water logged, 

submerged and washed out to sea. This site, although easily 

accessible, thus still carries some insurance risks for the 400 craft 

currently moored there. 

Javea Council owns land adjoining this waterway. This adjacent 

land could house around 500 crafts to 7metres in length (larger 

boats cannot go into the canal as minimum depth is 60cm thanks to 

sand that is washed in from the Arenal beach), either through:  

a. dry moorings or 

b. by partial excavation for both wet / dry moorings  

 

 

 

 

 



3. Club Nautico moorings. Within the area currently 

designated in the terms of the concession there is no room to 

increase the number of moorings. However options that could 

be considered would be to persuade all owners to consider 

‘time share’ (see note below) and to see if any smaller craft 

owners could be encouraged to move to other wet or dry 

moorings, should such options become available. 

 

4. Deep Sea Fishing Trawlers. European Community Fisheries 
policy aims to reduce the number of the EC fishing fleet, with 

financial incentives for the surrender of boat licenses. Some 

Javea owners might be persuaded (financially) to move to the 

larger, adjacent fishing port of Denia. If further local 

incentives were added, a number of owners might indeed 

surrender their licenses, vacating space for other, larger, 

craft. 

 

5. Dry moorings for small craft at the port. A possible 
demand of moorings has mainly been dealt by an offer of wet 

moorings. If more appropriate dry moorings were available, owners might take up that option, 

reducing the demand for wet moorings and so reduce the frequency for owners to arrange a 

regular deep clean of the hull below water line.  

 

6. Other Concepts. A proposal for an offshore marina at Cala Blanca has been rejected previously. 
Conversion of the one remaining open space of the Saladar (currently designated for yet more 

housing) to a substantial inland marina with housing would need to overcome obstacles in respect 

of ownership, environmental conservation and planning. The possible consideration of some land 

upstream of the river Gorgos for a dry and or wet marina would involve land ownership issues 

and costs to excavate the riverbed to make it navigable, including the relocation of inlet sea 

water pipes to the desalination plant. 

 

7. Time Share of wet moorings. This concept has already been adopted successfully in other 
leisure marinas in Spain. Even estimating that only one third of boat owners, both existing and 

newly accommodated, were to adopt the concept of ‘time share’, for a four month share each of 

the year, the capacity would increase as indicated. Further adoption of this system would expand 

capacity dramatically. 

 

8. Expansion of Port. When it comes to the calculation of additional moorings, the plans so far 
presented refer more to space and pontoons rather than actual moorings. Given that a large part 

of this proposal is merely shuffling around what is already there, a generous estimate would allow 

an increase of 50% of wet moorings. 

 

9. How elastic or flexible does Javea need to be? No reliable statistics seem to exist to quantify 
the demand for moorings. The waiting list at the Club Nautico currently stands at 70. There is 

probably a sustainable, safe limit to high season boat usage within Javea’s offshore areas that the 

application of all these alternative options might manage to exceed! While Javea can provide 

extra moorings, there are also other leisure interests that need to be accommodated. 

 


